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1. Introduction: 

A reactionless drive is the holy grail of theoretical space propulsion — a pervasive myth 

of an object which many have claimed to find, but which have all turned out to be 

apparitions — a device which can extend the life of propulsion systems in space to 

practical immortality.  Under most thermodynamic and conservation of momentum 

analyses, a reactionless drive or non-propellant thruster, is the equivalent of a perpetual 

motion machine, which is theoretically impossible in physics.  Most schemes for a 

reactionless drive being proposed today rely on emissions of ions, particles, or light; 

however, when these schemes work in theory they only produce minuscule amounts of 

thrust, even at perfect conditions — no reactionless drive has ever been demonstrated 

to work in practice at any scale.  When such a drive is developed, space travel will open 

up tremendously due to the fact that spacecrafts will not have to carry propellant fuel 

while cruising. 

By using the Abraham-Lorentz force, a theoretical and practical thruster can be 

theoretically derived and practically constructed. This paper will briefly review the idea 

of a reactionless drive, and some other theoretical proposals.  It will then analytically 

derive a reactionless drive based on a specific application of the Abraham-Lorentz 

force.  It will present simulated data on such a drive and discuss its key characteristics.  

Finally it will analyze the supposed violation of the laws of momentum and 

thermodynamics which should occur with this scheme. A benchtop working model of 

the theoretical drive derived in this paper will be presented. 

Most of the described reactionless drives which are truly reactionless have proposed 

using the emission of various forms of photons as the means to transfer momentum 

and produce thrust. In practice, photo rockets are too inefficient to produce any thrust 

(McClymer 2019).  In fact a thermodynamic analysis of such a drive shows that it would 

be close to a perpetual motion machine which is not possible (Higgens 2015). Other 

schemes for reactionless drives are based on science fiction such as vacuum cavities 

and warp drives (Lobo 2004), and nuclear drives which are not truly reactionless since 

they emit nuclear particles (Smith 1999).  None of these can be modeled 

mathematically, let alone measured empirically. 



The most well known reactionless drive is the so-called “impossible drive" by NASA. 

A pendulum is the best way to detect thrust and violations of the law of conservation of 

momentum.  The Electromagnetic drive by NASA uses a pendulum to detect small 

thrusts (White 2016).  This drive is powered by microwave emissions in a frustum cavity 

which produces a global form on the thruster (Peyre 2021).  However, despite the 

empirical success of this drive, its actual thrust is negligible. 

2. Materials and Methods. 

A theoretical analysis of the proposed reactionless electron recoil drive is presented in 

this section.  In figure 1 the dynamic model of the recoil drive is presented. The 

reactionless drive has four components as shown in this block diagram drawn in 

Simulscape. The first component  “1” is a power supply which generates pulses which 

power the solenoid electromagnet in “2.”  This electromagnet is coupled to a second 

electromagnet via a linear spring “3”.  The passive electromagnet “4” is oriented in the 

same direction as “2” so that a pulse running through “2” will generate a counter 

magnetic pulse in “4.” 

 

Figure 1: Schematic of a single cell electromagnetic engine.  



This counter pulse will then cause the two magnets to jerk away from each other due to 

the two magnetic fields generated in the solenoids.  This jerk is where the electron 

recoil force is generated, resulting in a net thrust in the direction of the power circuit.  

Analytically we can describe the forces generated at the moment that the solenoids 

repel each other and jerk in opposite directions.  A net force is emitted by the active 

coil which results in the production of thrust.   

We being with the Abraham-Lorentz Radiative Force Equation: 

 

 1) 

2) At that moment, the Jerk can be described by the equation of magnetic component 

of the Abraham-Lorentz force, 

3) We also know that  

 



4) We need to find a which is da/dt or the jerk of the active coil at the moment of 

analysis.  Set equation 2 equal to Equation 3 and we see that the acceleration of the 

system is Equation 2 divided by the mass.  If we differentiate this equation we get: 

5) Inserting Equation 4 into Equation 1 for a gives us the equation for F-rad.   

 

  

The force of magnetism felt by the system should cancel each other out, since the 

magnets are symmetric, leaving only Equation 5 as the force being exerted on the 

system.  This force is only felt by the active coil, since the passive coil does not have 

have a net charge on it (q=0), so F-rad on the passive coil is zero. 

This astonishing result can be derived from the laws of classical electromechanics and 

states that the recoil force felt by a system is proportional to the instantaneous change 

in magnetic field.   

The reactionless drive works by capturing the difference in velocity produced by the 

drive when a magnetic pulse is supplied and then withdrawn from the system.  The 

system begins at rest, and so the velocity term of Equation 5 is 0 when dB/dt is 

positive.  However, when dB/dt is negative as the magnetic pulse is withdrawn, the 

velocity term in Equation 5 is no longer 0 since the system is in motion.  This produces 

the net recoil force in the system.  



From Maxwell’s laws, we also learn that the curl of the electric field equals the 

instantaneous change in the electric field: 

 

6)  

This relationship informs our design of the reactionless engine as a powered solenoid. 

7) Assuming the two coils are the same mass and connected by a spring, the system 

may be reset and another thrust generated. 

 

The net force from Equation 5 in the linear direction is then returned to the system by 

the spring which will provide half the force of Equation 5 to the active coil “2” and the 

other half of the force to the passive coil “3” resetting the system.   

  

  

This concludes the analytical derivation of a reactionless electron recoil drive using 

classical electrodynamics.  



Section 3: Simulation. 

A simulation of the characteristics of this system was conducted in Matlab Simulink.  

The characteristics of the system and interesting results are discussed below. 

 

Figure 2: Sum of the forces on the system overlaid with a constant magnetic pulse.   

We can see that the net force is positive due to the velocity term in the system being 

positive when dB/dt returns to 0.   

Furthermore, as the velocity of the system increases, the net forces on the system also 

increase, due to the increased momentum and resulting recoil in the electron.  In some 

respects this is almost like an avalanche effect.   

Figure 2: A constant electric pulse produces a net increasing force on the system.



The actual power required to generate thrust will depend upon the efficiency of 

magnetic induction from one coil to the other.  Thus, in an empirical study, the constant 

of mutual magnetic induction has to be measured.  Furthermore another 

proportionality constant will need to be inserted to account for losses to friction in the 

spring, and losses in the system to other inefficiencies.  Figure 3 shows an actual 

working model of the reactionless drive which produced enough thrust to move the 

70kg assembly enough for the naked eye to detect.  

Figure 3:  Still image of video recording demonstrating a working model of the 

reactionless drive. 

Conclusion: 

A simple and elegant reactionless electromagnetic drive has been derived from 

theoretical principals using 7 lines of math.  A simple 4 component block diagram 

describing the system is presented.  The drive is simulated in Matlab showing that the 

net force produced by the drive depends on the change in velocity in the system 

between the initiation of the magnetic pulse and the withdrawal of the pulse.  As the 

system increases in velocity, the net force is also increased.  

The system does not violate the conservation of momentum, since the Abraham-

Lorentz force occurs as a direct consequence of the conservation of momentum.  An 

electron which emits a charged particle while jerking will have a recoil force in order to 

conserve the momentum of the charged particle.  This is one of the fundamental laws 

of classical electrodynamics.   
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